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Evolution results from the tension between disruption and order, a recognition that change is part 
of the being and momentum of the self. In Eileen Myles’s newest book of poetry, “Evolution,” 
we encounter an arrival, a voice always becoming, unpinnable and queer. Myles’s new poems are 
transformations, and perhaps a culmination of the poet’s previous inquiries into love, gender, 
poetry, America and its politics.

Evolution, from the Latin evolutio, means an unfolding or opening out of a curve, emergence or 
release from an envelope or enclosing structure, or a transformation. The questions Myles asks 
— Are we capable of evolution at this point in our American lives? Can we continue to open out 
of this place and release ourselves from the enclosing structures used to maintain this empire? If 
so, what might that mean of our future? — are queer questions, questions wholly invested in 
what is not yet possible.

Part of what makes queer and trans art dangerous is its willingness to wager its own future and 
expend the labor required to write oneself into the considerations of a nation. In “Evolution,” that 
energy builds and burns, in the quick pace of the lines, in unexpected shifts and leaps from 
interior to exterior, from sensuality to observation. The shifting is constructed to let an audience 
believe it is receiving everything of the speaker’s life, that each poem reveals a secret and private 
truth. In the poem “Sweetheart,” Myles acknowledges the artifice of this truth as well as a 
division of the private and the public-private:

I’m creating
a pattern
someone who
doesn’t love
me will
say you
say too too
much.

Movements like this, the flickering between what is thought to be known and what remains 
unknowable, are embodiments of queerness, and a facet of their power is that they cannot be 
dictated by the state. America cannot surveil imagination or curiosity.
Curiosity is not just queer; it is necessarily profane. Certainly the poems in “Evolution” are 
profane — as in outside the temple, outside the place of institutional knowledge and teaching. 



Queer and trans poetry always exists outside the center. The profane has the power to disrupt; not 
because a word or a body isn’t sacred, but because profanity acknowledges other knowledges 
and possibilities held in languages and bodies that are unwelcome in the temple. It allows other 
places to be made sacred, as in the book’s opening essay, when Myles has a “thought to make 
things and make things well. It’s such a beautiful thought. I won’t dwell on my own sexuality too 
much but I do want to say I love the idea of making something nice with another human being, 
perhaps me, not a baby but something nice. A special place perhaps.”

These poems do not decenter the body in exchange for engaging politics; instead they engage the 
body politic, which here is inescapably against the state. From the conditions of this politicked 
body — the queer condition, the working-class condition, conditions of whiteness or non-
whiteness and gender in motion — Myles questions where we began or must begin again. In the 
poem “Dear Adam,” Myles dwells on what it means to

live in a stolen country that was always stolen
and worked largely by stolen people. Out of a conservative
diaspora came I mongrel poet from Massachusetts
to make my mark

love & these things and opportunities
to speak.

The following line relates our dependence on one another: “We can’t fall down we teem in the 
new opportunity / we discover what resistance means.”



What does America project onto or deny the queer sexual self, forcing queer people into 
invisibility or a violent type of hypervisibility? Expressions of queer sexuality are often called 
“explicit,” because queer and trans sex are both abject, outside of what is considered desirable. 
The form of Myles’s work rivals its subject matter in intimacy. The lines in “Evolution” are 
physical, a body unleashed but not yet comfortable and not without fear. The short lines rush 
down the page, movement as touch, touch as freedom. Consider these lines from the poem “Epic 
for You”:

In the book
called
bed it
says
eating you
endlessly
& the
flower turns

in bed
it says
the man
hates
his
female insides
she’s
the sauce
of the world.

Expressions of sexual autonomy and power in “Evolution” exist in a space of abjection until 
Myles breaks them free, partly through the use of facts.

What are facts, and what does it mean to suggest, “This is a fact”? Myles employs a radical and 
subversive use of fact — loss made fact, queerness made fact, a trans body made fact, loneliness 
made fact. Each is placed in a list, or a gathering of information, until the poems break from the 
abject. Their speed and accumulation denies readers the power to anticipate or judge, leaving no 
time to reflect or refute the presence of desire. The reader arrives already in the middle of an 
accounting. Experience never settles into a type of knowing, as in the poem “So”:

Anything I say
is not
true, forgetting
everything & the present
popping
up like memory.



Myles’s poems make us reconsider what is experience, and does it have an order or is it a 
simultaneity? We too often believe when we speak of the interior we speak of something singular 
and known; Myles upends these notions. To live, to be, to lean toward what could be, requires 
multiplicity. So both selves, the speaker and reader, are held in the field of unknowing, and in 
these moments, the poems are at their most transgressive.

One minute on the inside, the next outside watching it all happen — taking account, of dogs and 
women and boats and friends. Language breaks from the static page. It becomes itself again, 
something forward and backward, up and down, outward, into all the planes of itself. Myles 
guides readers toward not just holding the page but feeling the language passing through — from 
Myles, onto the page, into the hands, into the hour, into the day. This is part of the queer 
experience of this collection: It won’t let you rest in the prescribed shape of a body. Not a body 
of poetry on the page, not the body reading these poems, and not the body you imagine the 
speaker to have.
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Eileen Myles has just come back from the Geraldine R. Dodge Poetry Festival in Newark, New 

Jersey, and is about to leave on a book tour. The writer—who doesn’t abide by gendered 

pronouns, and self-describes as a “they lesbian”—is increasingly sought after. In the past few 

years, they’ve published a memoir devoted to their relationship with their dog, began working on 

a screenplay, and served as a muse for a character on the Amazon television show Transparent. 

On November 11th, they’ll open their first exhibition, a presentation of photographs at Bridget 

Donahue in New York, a gallery that counts Martine Syms, Sondra Perry, and Susan 

Cianciolo on its roster. That show will posit Myles’s daily musing—image of the mundane, 

uploaded to Instagram with wry captions—as art. If Myles’s photography has gained 

considerable traction online, with 21,000 followers and counting, they hope that their individual 

prints will stand for themselves, and create a new kind of conversation in a gallery space. 

I met up with the 68-year-old recently at Café Mogador in the East Village, some five blocks 

from the East Village apartment they’ve maintained for more than four decades. If Myles’s 

literary celebrity doubtlessly opened a few doors in terms of promoting their photography, they 

don’t seem to mind. For decades, Myles published with small presses and lived without 

mainstream praise: Not until 2015 did a major publishing house (HarperCollins) opt to distribute

—and market, and publicize—their work. 

Myles surprises me by joking that they’re just one large grant or book sale away from purchasing 

a ranch and some cattle. They own a house in Marfa, Texas, the desert town made famous 

by Donald Judd, and their pitbull, Honey, is “in love with bigness” that city living just doesn’t 

offer. It’s surprising to hear Myles—an artist whose life story is intertwined with that of New 

York—entertain a fantasy of living as a cowperson in the American West. After all, they’ve 

become something of an unofficial poet laureate for downtown literati. 

Since they moved to the city in 1974 from Massachusetts, they’ve produced more than 20 books 

of verse and prose about inner and outer life in the boroughs, all from a distinctly queer,  
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bohemian perspective. In “My Poems,” an entry in a new poetry and essay collection 

entitled evolution (2018), they write: “My poems are so much / like the city they / couldn’t 

publish them / on the train.…The world is never superfluous. 2nd / Ave. is just enough.” If the 

poems can be a little messy (like the trash-piled streets), they’re always endearing. 

It’s no surprise, then, that New York figures prominently in Myles’s photography. A few years 

ago, Myles adopted Honey (a stray from the Bronx) and downloaded Instagram in order to 

capture details spotted on their walks together. Myles’s account prominently features Honey, the 

writer’s friends (like the writer Porochista Khakpour), leftist political statements (“I Support 

TRANS PEOPLE,” “#CANCEL KAVANAUGH”), trash (a discarded chair with torn upholstery; 

egg shells; empty pizza boxes), and shots of exhibitions at New York’s galleries and museums 

(Simone Leigh, Charline von Heyl, Senga Nengudi). 

http://instagram.com/eileen.myles
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Even when the geotag doesn’t specify their locations, the pictures—of half-eaten pastries, 

graffitied bathroom stalls, or rusting fixtures—convey the imperfections, wear, grit, and disorder 

of urban living. And, because this is Instagram, there are inevitably selfies. Myles’s are as rough 

and honest as their writing. They have fun photographing themself coming back from the airport, 

or in other such unglamorous states: Myles never takes themself too seriously. Some venues are 

better than others: “Bathrooms are shrines of selfhood,” they say—and the author photograph on 

the back flap of evolution is, indeed, a bathroom selfie, complete with a reflection of a hand 

dryer. 

In many of their own shots, they aim to take the poet out of the picture and just show their own 

surroundings. One photograph depicts their kitchen counter with evidence of bodily presence 

(orange peels, a Chemex filter), conveying the life and mundane rituals of the character who 

lurks just beyond the frame. Absence and presence—in language or image—is always central to 

their work. 

Myles tells me that their writing and photography practices really aren’t so different. (Indeed, the 

upcoming show at Bridget Donahue is called, somewhat confusingly, “Eileen Myles—Poems.”) 

For each, they maintain a position as a flâneur, observing the city with artistic detachment. 

“You’re in the world of people, and you’re in the crowd, and everybody’s getting out of work but 

you’re always in this walking space—which is your work,” they say. As a photographer, Myles’s 

vision is often askew, more interested in abstracting details than in displaying an easily legible 

scene. One recent image features the bottom of a wooden pole, next to the bottom of a white 

drainpipe. Another depicts a white paper-towel roll, on a slant, inside a metal recess. Shapes, 

colors, and strange interactions between various objects always catch Myles’s eye more than any 

formal composition or beauty. 

Myles peppers their speech, too, with loosely connected images. Thanks to the transient New 

York University students who inhabit their building, broken and discarded furniture litters 

Myles’s backyard. They began picking up and photographing some of the shattered wooden 



pieces, which looked “almost geographic, like little islands.” They arranged them in their 

kitchen, where they photographed the pieces: According to Myles, the bits had “started to have 

dialogues.” Mass-produced rubber ducks also reappear in Myles’s photography, where they 

operate a bit like “puppets,” they say. We see the ducks situated on the counter, having imaginary 

conversations, which are indicated in the margins. Art, Myles says, is all ventriloquism. 

Per usual, Myles’s work is about merging debris with lyricism and humor. And if it doesn’t 

always sound—or look—pretty, it always maintains Myles’s authentic, city charm. One very 

brief new poem, “May 26,” neatly sums up their relationship to the changing city, and might 

even serve as something like an artistic mission statement: “I keep / to tiny / gestures / sweet / 

William / dazzling orange / sky. My my / my my dying / new york.” 
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This dog’s-eye view of  its owner, the world and the canine 
afterlife is told with great literary flair 

 Woman’s best friend: Eileen Myles and her pit bull terrier Rosie in 1994. Photograph: Chris Felver 



You may think, at least if you are not a dog lover, that the dog memoir is for a niche, 
non-literary readership. But some of the best memoirs I have read have been about 
dogs: JR Ackerley’s indispensable We Think the World of You soothed my broken heart 
as a teenager after a beloved dog had died, and Paul Bailey’s A Dog’s Life is a splendid 
memoir about the collie cross that took over his and his partner’s life. Even Virginia 
Woolf wrote a book about a dog: Flush (which is also a semi-fictional biography of 
Elizabeth Barrett Browning although, admittedly, not one of her best). But Eileen 
Myles’s Afterglow belongs in a strange category of its own – it is unlike anything I have 
read and is a work of Joycean ambition in comparison with, say, John Grogan’s popular 
bestseller Marley and Me. 

The dog is Rosie – a stolid, black-and-white pit bull terrier chosen by Myles from a New 
York street litter. We read early on about Rosie’s last trip to the vet aged 15 (and her last 
supper: carne asada). But Rosie’s end turns out not to be an ending and her afterlife is in 
playful hands. Myles, who started as a poet and performance artist in New York City, is 
now a professor in San Diego and is billed as a “queer feminist literary icon”, lets her 
imagination off the lead and feels no need to make runaway thoughts come to heel. 

This is not a dog elegy that, on the whole, tugs at the heart strings (and I am sorry about 
that), although its ending is comically moving, in its quaint way, as Myles scatters 
Rosie’s ashes into green water and the powder just kind of sits on a rock and refuses to 
disappear: “C’mon, swim baby,” Myles says. Rum and random non-sequiturs flourish 
throughout (there is an academic footnote, on the toothlessness of Native Americans) 
and Rosie links all the eccentric synapses – she is regularly sighted and cited. She is 
even the purported author/posthumous editor of a delightful chapter in which she 
reveals her low opinion of Myles’s earlier writing efforts: “Afterglow is totally a book 
with legs (four if I can be dumb) so it will go a lot further than your earlier Eileen-based 
fictions.” 

Myles also raises the hilarious and sobering notion of the dog as ghostwriter: “Dog is 
travelling through you. I’m dead but you’re going to be dead.” And this leads to a nice 
aside on writers as ghosts: “All the vitality floods on to the page while her own existence 

https://www.theguardian.com/books/2003/aug/31/biography.features1


grows wanner and thinner.” There is no missing Myles’s vitality as puppets interview 
Rosie or during the filming of unmomentous dog moments, written up with the 
intensity of a detective or clairvoyant. And as Rosie’s voice is broadcast with droll 
authority – matter-of-fact, gruff, butch – you realise the dog is the ultimate alter ego: 

“I feel like a funeral director. Lots of funeral directors are dogs. The Grannan family in 
Arlington. Remember them. I think they were mainly terriers. Anyhow I knew their son. 
I don’t want to get distracted.” 

This is no run-of-the-mill anthropomorphism – Myles prefers the reverse traffic: the 
dog in us and in other people: “They cast their eyes up. They do a deep huh.” Dog is even 
experimentally promoted as God. And there is, throughout, the burden of guilt, the 
sense that Myles should somehow have been able to keep Rosie alive – the book is one 
way of doing it. There is a wonderful chapter about attending an AA meeting with Rosie 
and feeling “up in my head like a depressed lighthouse keeper in cool 
sneakers” (wonderful image) and psyching herself up to give an eloquent confessional. 
But when Myles’s turn comes round, the worry is about whether Rosie might have 
crapped on the floor – and she says so. Everyone laughs. Posturing goes out the window. 
For all its dog-leg turns, there is no putting down of Rosie or of this book. 



Eileen Myles, as told to Brandon Stosuy, “Eileen Myles on writing and social media”, The Creative 
Independent, September 26, 2016. 
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For decades, it seemed as though Eileen Myles and her unflinching depictions of New 
York misfits and creatives would forever be relegated to the margins of the American 
canon. And then last year happened. 



Photographed by Inez And Vinoodh. Styled by David Vandewal. Manicure by Gina Viviano using 
Chanel Le Vernis. Photographer’s assistant: Joe Hume. Stylist’s assistant: Daniel Gaines.

ON A RECENT SUNDAY afternoon, Eileen Myles came to meet me in the East Village 

on a white bicycle with brown leather handlebars. We chose as our destination Saint 

Mark’s Church-in-the-Bowery, a historic portal of downtown Manhattan a few blocks 

from the rent-stabilized apartment where she has lived for nearly 40 years. Since 1966, 



the church has housed the Poetry Project, which began as a government-funded attempt 

to address the teenage hippie runaway problem by offering free creative writing 

workshops, and which Myles discovered when she made her way to New York from 

Boston in 1974, then in her mid-20s, and not yet out as a lesbian. There, she found the 

poets drinking and smoking cigarettes around long tables in the church’s back rooms, at 

seminars run by Alice Notley and Ted Berrigan. Allen Ginsberg came to readings, the 

group’s leaders were heroes and the East Village felt, to Myles, like the center of anti-

institutional American poetry. 

“The romance was that you had to be poor, you had to live in this neighborhood, you 

had to hang out and read all the books that everybody was reading, stay up all night, 

have an amazing life and write poetry,” said Myles, who had just returned from a visit to 

her second home in Marfa, Tex., with a tan. Her look is L.L. Bean meets the South 

Shore, a grandfatherly assortment of cotton button-down shirts, wool sweaters, a canvas 

coat and transition lenses in blond tortoiseshell frames, complemented by a 

Massachusetts accent that’s most pronounced when she’s reading poems or cracking 

wise. 

At the age of 66, Myles has published 19 books of poetry, prose and criticism, but until 

last year, when Ecco re-released her 1994 novel, “Chelsea Girls,” many readers didn’t 

know who she was. That’s not to say she wasn’t famous in her own way — if you were a 

contemporary poet, if you were gay or if you had an interest in the cultural feminism of 

the 1990s, you probably read her. Each of these communities had its canon, and in their 

canons Myles figured. 

But 2015 was the year that the culture machine picked up Myles and transmitted her to 
a larger audience. The gritty, idealistic outsiders of New York’s creative scenes in the late 
’70s — their era’s music, art and general sense of freedom — provided an antidote to the 
homogeneity of today’s pop culture, and few writers captured that romantic rawness 
quite like Myles. She published poems in The New Yorker and The New York Review of 
Books for the first time. Young women were reading her work in the coffee shops of 

https://www.harpercollins.com/9780062394668/chelsea-girls


Brooklyn. On television, on the Amazon show “Transparent,” the poems of a character 
named Leslie Mackinaw, played by Cherry Jones, are actually hers, and the fictional 
feminist professor is based on Myles, too. (Myles and the show’s creator, Jill Soloway, 
have dated.) This new generation of public feminists, including Beth Ditto, Lena 
Dunham and Tavi Gevinson, cite her as an inspiration, finding in her writing a ribald 
and ponderous succession to the New York School. Earlier in her career, she explained, 
publishers seemed only to accommodate so much difference, so that “if you were going 
to publish gay work, you were going to publish sentimental gay work, you were going to 
publish conventional gay work.” Now, she said, ‘’I think what social media has done is 
made us relish variables. You know? We’re just living in these floating fragmentations.” 
And with that came a realization that “everybody’s queer — everybody’s wrongly shaped 
for a culture that requires conformity.” 

For many readers discovering Myles’s work for the first time, the experience was 
accompanied by a sense of confusion: Why hadn’t we read her sooner? Sitting under the 
stained-glass window at Saint Mark’s, Myles suggested that perhaps the distance of time 
has made her writing more palatable to the public. “To be too queer,” she said, “to be 
talking too graphically, closer to the present, is more frightening.” 

In “Chelsea Girls,” Myles describes a world of penny loafers and cut-off jean shorts, the 
World’s Fair, highway “comfort stations,” Filene’s Basement, teenagers hanging out in 
the parking lot of Butterick’s ice cream, “teevee” — all familiar baby boomer territory, 
but without nostalgia, and with a frankness about sexuality that opens a direct channel 
of connection from then to now. The novel also captures what it was like to be Eileen 
Myles in Manhattan in the ’70s and ’80s, when people planned their book parties 
according to the astrological calendar and went out afterward to a “glitter ball tall 
hyacinths-in-a-vase Italian Lesbian disco environment.” Her narrator gets her 
amphetamines from a corrupt diet doctor in Flushing, Queens, and redistributes them 
at the Strand. She subsists on garlic knots, hot dogs, Campbell’s tomato soup, Budweiser 
and cigarettes. She has lovers of different temperaments and physical forms. One of 
them convenes an “elite junkie salon.” Another throws herself into the East River. Of a 
stint working a factory job in Maine: “The men were all men, and we were all lesbians, 
and everyone loved to get smashed.” 

http://www.amazon.com/Transparent-Season-1/dp/B00I3MOT0Y


Despite having written the book 20 years ago, Myles’s literary style feels as 
contemporary as the essayistic autobiographical fiction of Sheila Heti, Ben Lerner and 
Tao Lin, who might be considered her literary offspring. Her work functions as a bridge 
between many of the discussions of the present — about sexual violence, class, “hook-up 
culture” — and a past from which those narratives were often secret or hidden. And even 
though her writing is now being transmitted on that most mainstream of venues, the 
“teevee,” it seems to resist assimilation, in part by maintaining its sense of defiance. “I 
keep getting called a punk poet in the press, because they can’t say dyke,” she said dryly. 

Myles has been many things, but punk is not one of them. In her early years in New 
York she worked as a librarian on Wall Street. She sold subway slugs. She was employed 
by the Department of Corrections, where she would type up Dodgems, the poetry 
magazine she was publishing, which, at the time, was as common as starting a band. For 
half a year she was an assistant to the poet James Schuyler who, said Myles, had “a 
career as a mental patient,” supported by art-world friends who admired his writing. He 
lived at the Chelsea Hotel, and every morning Myles would bring him his newspapers 
and keep him company for the day. Schuyler was one of Myles’s literary influences, of 
which there were many: Lucille Clifton, Susie Timmons, John Wieners and, of course, 
Ginsberg, “a poet who actually got heard.” 

After sitting in Saint Mark’s for a while, we decided to get lunch at the all-night 
Ukrainian diner Veselka, the site of many late evenings for Myles and her friends. She 
scanned the room as if to surface the memories. “In the ’70s it was cool to be a poet,” she 
said. “In the ’80s it was a joke.” And yet, in 1993, when she finished her novel after 
working on it for 14 years, it proved as resistant to the market as anything else she’d 
done. Finally getting it published by Black Sparrow Press — “they were indie but they 
were top of the indie,” she said — was a breakthrough. The head of the company, John 
Martin, saw in Myles a kind of female Bukowski, also a house author, although her own 
idea of “Chelsea Girls” was that it would be “ ‘On the Road’ for girls,” she said. Its release 
was followed by a series of unlucky coincidences: Bukowski died the same year it came 
out and the promotional energy turned to his legacy; someone bought the rights to 
translate the book into French, but the translator died before its completion; and 
although the movie rights to one of its essays, “1969,” were optioned, the film was never 



made. But maybe the book’s obscurity wasn’t just bad luck: Maybe the culture just 
wasn’t ready for it. 

Myles has a theory about her resurgent popularity — you might call it the Theory of the 
Bad Copy, which posits that most people who are breaking with the past do so by 
presenting initially as bad copies of an accepted person. Which is to say that Myles got 
published by Black Sparrow as a bad copy of Charles Bukowski. And that Leslie 
Mackinaw, on “Transparent,” is a bad copy of Myles. And that Hillary Clinton — who 
Myles recently endorsed — is a bad copy of the male presidential figure, but one who 
Myles insists will be different because of her gender. People get published or elected or 
onto television shows because they’re bad copies painted in broad strokes — that’s how 
difference slips by, and then the bad copies break with the past and make something 
new. This seems to have been Myles’s plan all along. “If a fool will persist in their folly, 
he will be wise, right?” she said, smiling, because she knew she already was. 
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Eileen Myles, 1980; photograph by Robert Mapplethorpe, from the cover of Chelsea Girls 
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1. 

Eileen Myles’s new and selected poems are titled I Must Be Living Twice, a phrase that any poet 

past the midpoint and looking back might utter, surprised to find a fund of work on the page as 

robust and spontaneous as any “real” life she lived. But Myles’s poems set a bar for openness, 

frankness, and variability few lives could ever match; and so in her work, the surprise second life 

is actually the one lived off the page, refracted through decades of Myles’s astonishingly vivid 

lines. 

The solemnities of art are, in Myles, everywhere undermined: “I like to get really stoned/and 

revise everything I’ve ever done/Leaning/against the refrigerator,” she writes in “La Vita 

Nuova.” You’d score that a win for life, if it weren’t for the fact that we hear about it in lines of 

verse. The title alludes to Dante; “leaning”—with the unshowy pun on Myles’s first name—is 

among the most important words in American poetry, handed down to Myles from two of her 

New York heroes: Whitman (“I lean and loafe at my ease observing a spear of summer grass”) 

and especially Frank O’Hara in “The Day Lady Died” (“I am sweating a lot by now and thinking 

of leaning on the john door in the 5 Spot”). It is deeply characteristic of her that the most 

Dionysian moments are also her most vocational. Only a poet who agreed with Robert Frost that 

poems are “play for mortal stakes” would boast about getting stoned and heedlessly working on 

revisions. 

Myles’s work has always been uncompromisingly frontal, a face-forward presentation of herself, 

simultaneously vulnerable and scrutinizing. If you look at her, she looks back. Her classic 

autobiographical novel from 1994, Chelsea Girls, has been reissued to accompany the volume of 

poems. Photographs of the author appear on the front covers of both volumes. In the black-and-

white Robert Mapplethorpe photo on the cover of Chelsea Girls, Myles looks young, ethereal, 

maybe high, and, perhaps most of all, dazzled—daunted to be Mapplethorpe’s subject. It could 

be an album cover; it isn’t the only detail of Myles’s life and work that calls to mind Patti Smith. 

In Catherine Opie’s recent color portrait of Myles on the cover of the book of poems, Myles 

looks brash, handsome, bemused—and, most importantly, neither male nor female (or both at the 

same time): “the gender of Eileen,” as she has remarked in interviews. Myles sits on a stool, her 

muscular forearms and battered knees in the foreground. On a lark, in the 1990s, Myles ran for 



president as a write-in candidate. This photo looks for all the world like a presidential portrait: 

switch out the wardrobe and readjust the posture a little, and Myles could be Calvin Coolidge or 

Ronald Reagan. There is a hint in this about the lines of formality and casualness in her work, the 

mutual reliance of spontaneity and calculation. 

Myles has “lived twice” in several important senses. She is a poet perhaps best known for a book 

of prose: a memoir lightly disguised as a novel, itself a kind of double exposure. She’s lived as a 

straight woman and as a lesbian; she is an addict who has long been sober. She is associated with 

Boston, where she was raised, and with New York, where she has, for decades, been a citizen of 

the East Village and various downtown art and poetry scenes. 

Many of her recent poems call to mind, consciously, her earlier work, and this new book is made 

up mostly of poems being published in a book a second time. She has been young; she is now 

sixty-six, an age young people since the Beatles associate with being old. Her life is marked by 

new beginnings, her poems by retrospection and “self-thievery.” One thinks of Hart Crane, a 

great influence upon her, and of his marvelous phrase “new thresholds, new anatomies.” Her 

poems are chronicles of barriers first feared, then crossed, and of the physical and sensual 

pleasures and pains that followed. Her life is a series of crossed thresholds; her poems, so often 

about the ups and downs of having a body, are themselves bodies, “anatomies” formed in the 

aftermath of transformation. 

Her work explores the power of look-alikes doubles, pairs, and substitutes. “All these rhymes all 

the time,” she writes in “Smile”: “I used to/think Mark Wahlberg was family.” How strange, in a 

life this courageously individuated, to find oneself duplicated in the voice and jawline of a 

stranger: Wahlberg and Myles indeed look alike, and carry the same broad working-class Boston 

accent, which Myles liked to break out, she has said, when workers showed up at her house in 

Provincetown, “to get the guys to not fuck us over.” 

“I am the daughter/of substitution,” Myles writes: 

my father fell  
instead of the dresser  
it was the family  



joke, his death  
not a suicide 
but a joke 

Elsewhere, Myles describes her father’s accident in more detail: he lands at her feet, which at 

first seems like an absurdist prank. But Myles’s father didn’t die right away. In Chelsea Girls, 

she describes the job of “watching” him as he slowly failed, lying on the couch and smoking. 

She has been punished that day at school; at home, she must minister to her father in front of her 

friend, Mary McClusky, who has stopped by after school: 

Dad, the worst time ever with you was when Mary McClusky was over and you had your red 

lumberjack shirt on and you were lying down and you had those awful headaches which kept 

pounding and made you always look like you were going to cry, and you put your two fingers to 

your lips…. You couldn’t talk and you kept making that two-fingered gesture even though I felt 

like it wasn’t what you wanted I knelt down and kissed you in front of Mary which was hard 

because she is such a tomboy. “No, God damn it, a cigarette.” “She kissed him,” Mary laughed. 

Myles kissed him…. I think I just wanted to kiss you in front of Mary because you were lying 

there sick. 

Tense here is everything: “I knelt down and kissed you in front of Mary which was hard because 

she is such a tomboy.” On the plane of writing, Myles reminds us, everything that was still is, 

and everything that is already was. Insight that arrives decades later is inserted into the original 

scene; while the intensity of response, the shame, the mockery—everything ostensibly in the past

—represents itself. This is why the word “representation” is so crucial to what an artist like 

Myles does. 

A “daughter of substitution” sees multiple forms of herself distributed across the years, and 

concludes—or fears she must conclude—that she doesn’t exist at all, if existence requires a 

single, unique manifestation, consistent across the arc of time. “Eileen” becomes a fully fledged 

artist as a sign of difference from her childhood; but standing out, for a working-class girl from 

Boston, educated in Catholic schools, is an affront to authority, which reasserts its power through 

forced reiteration: 



                    Eileen spoke  
so well about the creative  
process. Maybe she would  
like to do it again. 

That’s the way nuns run a classroom (I’m a working-class New Englander, too; I, too, was taught 

by nuns and priests): if you speak out of turn, or distract your neighbor, you have to repeat it in 

front of the whole class. Authors are asked, at readings and at conferences, about “the creative 

process”: a person from Myles’s background never gets used to speaking up publicly, since the 

classroom fear of disobedience and swift reprimand is so ingrained. 

Later in the same poem, “A Debate with a Glove,” the demand for recitation, transported to 

adulthood, becomes a remembered prelude to sex. It is “five” after a night out; Myles asks to be 

“alone” in bed with “my sex” and “my beautiful hands.” Autoerotic fantasy is internalized 

seduction: a single self contains both pursuer and pursued. We are in what I take to be a 

remembered pickup bar, crossing the invisible line when late in the night becomes early in the 

morning. Here the prompts for answers and the answers themselves are part of a single weave: 

Tell me something else.  
Was I married. 
Have I been here  
before. Why am I  
always in between.  
Is it late or  
is it early.  
Money, I could  
give a shit.  
Fame, forget it.  
An authenticity  
that rattles  
my bones. Is  
it two of 
everything  



or one.  
It is none. 

Two, one, none: this little countdown—to orgasm, to insight—is also a vanishing fuse. The 

ecstasy subsides and guilt takes its place: 

I’m sorry we 
went to war  
with you & 
broke your  
bridge. 

The aftermath of sex becomes the aftermath of a war, with Myles the baffled aggressor who has 

scored a regrettable victory. What kind of token gesture of reconciliation will suffice? “I’ll fix it 

now,” she writes: “Should/we get married/or something?” 

Of course the poem is the reconciliation, the marriage, the bridge: the fix. In Inferno (A Poet’s 

Novel), published in 2010, Myles tracks writing back to the people, situations, accidents, 

misunderstandings, ill-advised arrangements, and schemes that threaten to trip up the poems they 

paradoxically inspire. These makeshift conditions are always shifting, always comically adverse, 

and always, when you meet them in poems, offered in the spirit of friendly polemic. The poet is 

supposed to be a “beautiful stoner boy or an intellectual,” as Myles put it in a recent Paris 

Review interview: 

There’s a whole female industry engaged in materially supporting the illusion that the artist 

doesn’t work directly on his legacy, his immediate success. He’s just a beautiful stoner boy or an 

intellectual. All thought. No wife? I like turning that illusion inside out. And making the work be 

literally about the field and the failures and even the practice. I wrote about these things 

in Inferno because Dante did. We should let the writing world and its ways of distributing awards 

be part of fiction. We should expose the very cultural apparatus that is affecting the reception of 

the book you’re reading. What’s dirty is that we’re not supposed to talk about how it has sex and 

reproduces. 



Inferno is the right title for this book, its vivid particulars seen under the sign of tragedy (among 

many other things, Myles is a great poet of the New York of the 1970s and early 1980s that 

ended forever with AIDS). Myles moves into her first apartment in New York, on 71st and West 

End, with a roommate, Alice, who is “tapped into a lesbian network that funded their activities 

by selling subway slugs.” A guy at Myles’s work buys a bag, then proposes that the two of them 

have sex, have a baby, and sell it for $15,000. This kind of absurd profiteering suggests how 

tenuous it is to write and sell poetry. It exists on an economic continuum that includes counterfeit 

subway tokens and for-profit pregnancy. 

2. 

“Why am I/always in between,” Myles asks in “A Debate with a Glove.” Chelsea Girlsis a 

dynastic book, beginning with the death of Myles’s father and ending with the death of a father 

figure, often couch-bound like her own father, whom she tended: the great New York School 

poet James Schuyler, whom Myles, short on cash, cared for in his last period, while he was living 

in ennobled squalor in a room at the Chelsea Hotel. 

Myles is somewhere “in between” these two men, “living twice” by helping both of them die. 

The abrupt violence, even gore, of her real father’s death, landing at her feet (though he died 

somewhat later of a cerebral hemorrhage), is replaced, in this autobiographical novel, by 

Schuyler’s own slow deterioration. He had lost nearly all his friends and burned down his 

apartment with a cigarette. The picture of Schuyler is unbelievably tender and weirdly clinical, 

like something a queer Hazlitt would have written if he were a dyke poet tending to an old 

queen: 

Hello Dear. Sometimes I came in and he was sitting on his chair by the bright window. He got up 

early. He told me that, but I could also surmise it from the number of cigarettes in the ashtray 

which he never dumped, and how much spilled Taster’s Choice was on the kitchen counter. 

(John [Ashbery] says Taster’s Choice is the best. The emphasis on John meant both that it was a 

funny thing to have an opinion on and a useful tip that one should take.) I saw his dick a lot. 

Probably more than any other man’s in my life. It wasn’t small, it was kind of large. As I would 

narrate my nightly voyage he would tell me about all his affairs in the forties and fifties and 



invariably these often very famous men who were practically myths now would be rated: He was 

like sleeping with a reptile. Really icky. Edwin. He had a lovely dick. I’d be standing over him 

holding a dirty dish and figured to leave the silence alone. Well yours looks pretty good I might 

say as it nudged out of his boxer shorts. 

The scene mixes desire and disheveled interiors as a way of stopping time: Schuyler is both 

father and child; Myles is both liberated to describe her “nightly voyage” (voyages have 

destinations; Schuyler’s apartment was hers) and held subservient, this time by choice, in a little 

world where women were somewhat beside the point. The cigarettes are units of time, much like 

lyric poems, their intervals reckoned differently by old and young, the healthy and the sick. 

The episode ends with Myles reading one of her new poems to Schuyler, who is at this point 

sound asleep. Myles discovers the poem on a “damp” napkin when she jams her pay, three dollar 

bills, into her pants. It might have occurred to Myles not to read a poem that includes the line 

“the old are very ugly” to Schuyler, but this is the point—the amalgam of repulsion and love, the 

poem severing a transaction it creates: 

When you see them  
smoking a cigarette, it’s  
like the tip of the iceberg.  
And their boozy wrinkles  
under their eyes. You  
know I like this evening.  
…Your  
beauty, mine,  
our drinks, I wonder  
if I should catch  
up, you’re drinking  
faster than me, Oh  
I guess I’ll get 
another vodka tonic  
and see how the evening  
goes. Clink-Clink. 



It’s a charming enough poem; and, I would guess, it worked at what it was intended to do: lure 

this girl into bed. But that’s not why Myles reads it to Schuyler, or why she quotes herself 

reading it to Schuyler on the last pages of her autobiographical novel. The poem is homage, only 

deepened by its ostensible cruelty to the old iceberg in the chair, his “boozy wrinkles” revealing 

a lifetime of experience. It is written in Schuyler’s ribbon-like short lines, haltingly enjambed; it 

reminds me especially of Schuyler’s heartbreaking poem, for me his greatest: “This Dark 

Apartment.” 

With Myles and her generation of poets, we have a class of artists whose identity was, for a long 

time, wrapped up in their being junior, their ire and adoration directed upward toward the big 

talents that preceded them. Myles is sometimes misunderstood on the basis of a single poem, 

which depressingly keeps cropping up in reviews of these volumes—mine, alas, being no 

exception. “On the Death of Robert Lowell” is her blurted, blasphemous, punk, and utterly 

Bostonian elegy for Lowell: 

O, I don’t give a shit.  
He was an old white-haired man  
Insensate beyond belief and  
Filled with much anxiety about his imagined  
Pain. Not that I’d know  
I hate fucking wasps.  
The guy was a loon.  
Signed up for Spring Semester at MacLeans  
A really lush retreat among pines and  
Hippy attendants. Ray Charles also  
once rested there.  
So did James Taylor…  
The famous, as we know, are nuts. 
Take Robert Lowell.  
The old white-haired coot.  
Fucking dead. 



Now Myles is older than Lowell when he died, and enjoying her greatest moment of 

accomplishment and fame. Her very presence in the world is a form of activism, but her work, 

when studied with care, is also political in the sense that it gives evidence of one of the richest 

and most conflicted human hearts you’re likely to find. When, many years from now, she passes 

away, may she be elegized rudely by some brat clearing the nettles from her path, just the way 

she did with Lowell (and, in a more complex gesture, with Schuyler). This kind of schoolyard 

insult—“The guy was a loon”—is almost hilariously transparent as an expression of desire, and 

it is part of what the art’s all about. 
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